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 We have also some other video, photo and audio applications for Windows, please check out our other products at our website.
Overview of the new SPCA5 x 6x card: The Sunplus SPCA500 cards were the first to combine a 6-channel PLL oscillator,
digital sampling, sound mixing, and the ability to sample at up to 40 kHz for 32 bits. The SPCA500 cards also featured 6
TOSLINK inputs, and came in two sizes: SPCA500C, and SPCA500R, based on the earlier SPCA506A, SPCA507, and

SPCA508, respectively. Because of the oversampling nature of the PLL oscillator, two versions of the card were made: The
SPCA500R and SPCA500R-B. The B version came with two more channels of inputs. The B-version was extended to 32-bit

sampling at up to 60 kHz. The SPCA500 cards were the first to feature the XP-10A PLL oscillator in a package on a single PC
Card. The SPCA5x6x cards were now made up of three different PC Card versions: SPCA506, SPCA507, and SPCA508,
which are no longer available. The SPCA508 cards have been replaced with the SPCA507x6x card, which is still available

today. The SPCA507x6x card was extended to a total of eight channels, for a total of 96 inputs. More on the two different PLL
oscillators: the SPCA507x6x and SPCA5x6x cards come with the XP-10A PLL oscillator, which is different from the PLL

oscillator in the SPCA500C, SPCA500R, and SPCA506 cards. The SPCA507x6x and SPCA5x6x cards are optimized for 96-bit
sample rates (48 kHz, 44.1 kHz, and 44.2 kHz). The SPCA506 cards are optimized for 16-bit sample rates (44.1 kHz and 48

kHz). The XP-10A oscillator in the SPCA507x6x and SPCA5x6x cards has an output of 27 MHz, and an input of 3 MHz, and
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